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NOEL HEIL PRESENTS

The Waste:
E
The M issing Piec

A graphic novel proposal

Graphic novels are sold
on proposal. What the
publisher receives is a
pitch package.

WHAT GOES IN A
Pitch package?

Package includes

>
>
>

• Elevator Pitch
• General Information
Genre, Age Range, Page Count...

• Summary
• Sample Pages
10-15 pages of sketches with

• At least 1 spread of final art

Like every child in the City of
Wind, Maven scavenges through
mountains of trash for parts to
sell at market . However, when
the part Maven’s mentor needs
to complete a life- changing
invention gets sold to a man
called The Inventor, Maven make s
a choice, risking everything if
she’s caught .

Elevator Pitch

For fans of
who want to see
how sisters and
friends make
a not so clean
world their own
Genre:
Action-Adventure
Science Fantasy

Target Audience

Age Range: 8-1 2

Amelia Erroway
Castaway
Commander by
B.C. Peterschmidt
2021
&
City of Secrets by
Victoria Ying
2020

Comparable titles

Sample pages

Sample pages

Sample pages

Color Development &
f lat colors

Color Script

A trash Idea

>

t
Process & developmen

Scripting/
Story structure

SAMPLE PAGES
____________
PAGE I
Act 1 Part 1: The Apprentice’s Invention
At the Scavenging Port
● Maven squeezes through a tight space and ﬁnds a crushed Earthly vehicle
● She checks the damage and puts blinking stickers on various parts when she
notices something in the back seat
● Maven climbs through to the back and picks up the large metal case
● Maven’s friend Kin calls to her from somewhere
● Maven calls back but is distracted by case
● Maven pries the case open and ﬁnds a power source, glowing faintly
● Excited, Maven grabs the object and Kin pops out of the pile
● An alarm signals the end of scavenging day, so they make their way out of the
mound
● Maven shows Kin the power source she found
● But that day’s operator grabs the object from Maven’s hands
● Maven tries to get it back, but the operator sees how valuable the object is and
refuses
● The operator pays Maven for her day’s scavenging and puts the power source
into his bag
● Kin tells Maven to forget about the object and go home, but Maven says that
that power source was the ﬁrst she’d found and every other power source
she’s tried hasn’t been strong enough to power her invention
● Maven tells Kin to go without her and follows the operator
Into the City of Lights
● The operator travels down through the City of Wind and Maven follows as
close as she can
● However, the operator goes through the city’s limits and enters the City of
Lights
● Maven hesitates and ducks behind building as one of the City’s Keepers
patrols past her
● Maven puts up her hood and pulls down her glasses and skirts past the
Keeper into the City of Lights
● Maven catches sight of the operator again and follows, keeping in the
shadows
● Maven follows the operator to a market
● The operator trades the power source to an android for some invention
● Maven follows the android deep into Lights until the android goes into a large
studio
● Maven hides and waits until the streets clear for the night
The Inventor’s Studio

Panel 1:
PRIM
How are you supposed to even find him?
MAVEN
The man he sold the converter to
looked rich, so he must live far away
from the heat. So we'll find the
merchant if we keep going down.
But--

PRIM

Panel 2: Maven grabs Prim's hand
MAVEN
We're wasting time
Panel 3: Maven and Prim run off
Panel 4: Maven and Prim round the corner, Maven lookin
desperate.
Panel 5: Prim looks exhausted.
PRIM
Maven, the merchant's gone, let's go
home before we-Panel 6: Maven pulls her back behind the corner.
MAVEN
shhh. Look.
PAGE II
Panel 1: They both peer around the corner to see the merchant
walking.
Panel 2: he goes down some stairs.
Panel 3: Maven pulls Prim forward
No, Maven

PRIM

Created using Celtx
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Character lineups
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Maven Development

Why am i doing
all this ?

Questions?

anyone ?
anyone ?

